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Party Wars 2014-10-22 party wars is the first book to describe how the ideological gulf now
separating the two major parties developed and how today s fierce partisan competition affects
the political process and national policy barbara sinclair traces the current ideological divide
to changes in the republican party in the 1970s and 1980s including the rise of neoconservativism
and the religious right because of these historical developments democratic and republican voters
today differ substantially in what they consider good public policy and so do the politicians
they elect polarization has produced institutional consequences in the house of representatives
and in the senate witness the majority party s threat in 2004 2005 to use the nuclear option of
abolishing the filibuster the president s strategies for dealing with congress have also been
affected raising the price of compromise with the opposing party and allowing a republican
president to govern largely from the ideological right other players in the national policy
community interest groups think tanks and the media have also joined one or the other partisan
team party wars puts all the parts together to provide the first government wide survey of the
impact of polarization on national politics sinclair pinpoints weaknesses in the highly polarized
system and offers several remedies
Parties at War 2009-01-08 political parties formed the cornerstone of the liberal democracy for
which britain claimed it was fighting in the second world war however that conflict represented
the most sustained challenge to the british party system during the twentieth century war forced
the suspension of normal electoral politics and exerted considerable extra demands on the time
and loyalties of party activists and organizers this all posed a serious challenge to the
conservative labour and liberal parties parties at war uses an unusually broad and deep range of
records of the main political parties to explore how they responded to the challenge of war
extensive use of the local as well as the national level papers of the major parties offers a
fuller picture than ever previously attempted andrew thorpe focuses on what parties actually did
at both local and national levels to sustain their organization during the war he assesses the
varying impacts of war not just on each of the parties but also over time and between the
different regions and areas of britain thorpe demonstrates how wartime struggles over
organization had significance not just for the election of the first majority labour government
in 1945 but also for the longer term development of party in modern british politics
Civic Wars 1997 historian mary p ryan traces the fate of public life and the emergence of ethnic
class and gender conflict in the 19th century city using as examples new york new orleans and san
francisco ryan illustrates the way in which american cities of the 19th century were as full of
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cultural differences and as fractured by social and economic changes as any metropolis today 41
photos
The Conservative Party and British Politics 1902 - 1951 2014-01-14 the history of the
conservative party during the first half of the twentieth century was marked by crisis and
controversy from joseph chamberlain s tariff reform campaign through the lloyd george coalition
and the national government between the wars to the defeat of 1945 and the post war recovery this
study provides a lucid account of this turbulent and formative period in the history of the most
durable and adaptive force in modern british politics
The History of the Rebellion and Civil Wars in England 1819 gotham at war is an accessible
entertaining account of america s biggest and most powerful urban center during the civil war new
york city mobilized an enthusiastic but poorly trained military force during the first month of
the war that helped protect washington d c from confederate capture its strong financial support
for the national government may well have saved the union new york served as a center for
manpower military supplies and shipbuilding and medically new york became a center for efforts to
provide for sick and wounded soldiers yet despite being a major northern city new york also had
strong sympathy for the south parts of the city were strongly racist hostile to the abolition of
slavery and to any real freedom for black americans the hostility of many new yorkers to the
military draft culminated in one of the greatest of all urban upheavals the draft riots of july
1863 edward k spann brings his experience as an urban historian to provide insights on both the
varied ways in which the war affected the city and the ways in which the city s people and
industry influenced the divided nation this is the first book to assess the city s contributions
to the civil war gotham at war examines the different sides of the city as some fought to sustain
the union while others opposed the war effort and sided with the south this unique book will
entertain all readers interested in the civil war and new york city about the author edward k
spann is professor emeritus of history at indiana state university he is a specialist in
nineteenth century history and urban history spann has authored a number of books including the
new metropolis new york city 1840 1857 and ideals and politics new york intellectuals and liberal
democracy which was nominated for a pulitzer prize
Gotham at War 2002-09-01 after the second world war two contrasting political movements became
increasingly active in italy the communist and feminist movements in this book walter baroni uses
autobiographical life writing from both movements key protagonists to shed new light on the
history of these movements and more broadly the similarities and differences between political
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activists in post war italy
Autobiographical Cultures in Post-War Italy 2021-01-14 lasting from 1861 to 1865 the civil war
pitted brother against brother and resulted in the deaths of well over 600 000 soldiers this
encyclopedia provides information about a variety of topics related to the war and its aftermath
including political issues generals battles and campaigns armies weapons and ammunition naval
vessels medical treatments and aspects of daily life in the military and on the home front
Public Opinion and Lord Beaconsfield, 1875-1880 1886 マクドナルド i m lovin it アップル think different ナイキ
just do it パタゴニア 1 for the planet ウォール街占拠運動 we are the 99 アラブの春 伝説を作りたければ 伝説を知れ ジョージ ルーカス公認 スター
ウォーズ 大ヒットパロディはこうして生まれた 6500万人の心を動かした稀代のマーケターが明かす 神話 欲求 の次世代ストーリー戦略 自分の会社のこと 商品やサービスを世に広く伝えたいマーケター
や広報 csr担当者から マーケティング黎明期から現代までの潮流を知りたいビジネスマン 学生まで アメリカ広告界屈指のヒットメーカーが 真に伝わるストーリー を生みだす極意を ケース メソッド
ステップ でわかりやすく解説する いまの時代 tvのcm枠を買ったり 街なかの大型掲示板を借りなくても 誰もが大勢のオーディエンスにタダでメッセージを届けられる ユーチューブ誕生以前は 誰もが頭
を悩ませていたものだ どうすれば60秒で無名のものを有名に変えられるのだろうと 私たちはその答えを見つけた そしてインターネットの歴史を塗り替えた それも二度も なのに私は どうしてそんなことが
できたのか自分でもまったくわからなかった 本文より
The Civil War 2009-06-25 this is the first truly definitive history of the first world war the
war that has done most to shape the twentieth century the first generation of its historians had
access to only a limited range of sources and their focus was primarily on military events more
recent approaches have embraced cultural diplomatic economic and social history in hew strachan s
authoritative and readable history these fresh perspectives are incorporated with the military
and strategic narrative the result is an account that breaks the bounds of national
preoccupations to become both global and comparative to arms the first of three volumes in this
magisterial study examines not only the causes of the war and its opening clashes on land and sea
but also the ideas that underpinned it and the motivations of the people who supported it it
provides full and pioneering accounts of the war s finances of the war in africa and of the
central powers bid to widen the war outside europe
The Works of Hubert Howe Bancroft: History of Mexico. 1883-88 1888 the american civil war had a
devastating impact on countless numbers of common soldiers and civilians this book shows how
average americans coped with despair as well as hope during this vast upheaval
ストーリー・ウォーズ ― マーケティング界の新たなる希望 2013-12-19 many books have tried to analyze the reasons for the
chinese communist success in china s 1945 1949 civil war but suzanne pepper s seminal work was
the first and remains the only comprehensive analysis of how the ruling nationalists lost that
war not just militarily but by alienating the civilian population through corruption and
incompetence now available in a new edition this authoritative investigation of kuomintang
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failure and communist success explores the new research and archival resources available for
assessing this pivotal period in contemporary chinese history even more relevant today given the
contemporary debates in hong kong and taiwan over the terms of reunification with a communist led
national government in beijing this book is essential reading for anyone seeking a nuanced
understanding of twentieth century chinese politics
The First World War 2003-02-06 this book provides a thorough critical overview of the current
debate on the ethics of war as well as a modern just war theory that can give practical action
guidance by recognizing and explaining the moral force of widely accepted law traditionalist
walzerian and revisionist approaches have dominated contemporary debates about the classical jus
ad bellum and jus in bello requirements in just war theory in this book uwe steinhoff corrects
widely spread misinterpretations of these competing views and spells out the implications for the
ethics of war his approach is unique in that it complements the usual analysis in terms of self
defense with an emphasis on the importance of other justifications that are often lumped together
under the heading of lesser evil it also draws on criminal law and legal scholarship which has
been largely ignored by just war theorists ultimately steinhoff rejects arguments in favor of
moral fundamentalism the view that the laws and customs of war must simply follow an immutable
morality in contrast he argues that widely accepted laws and conventions of war are partly
constitutive of the moral rules that apply in a conflict the ethics of war and the force of law
will be of interest to scholars and advanced students working in just war theory applied ethics
political philosophy political theory philosophy of law and criminal and military law
A People at War 2007-04-16 this detailed study traces the history of the soviet polish war 1919
20 the first major international clash between the forces of communism and anti communism and the
impact this had on soviet russia in the years that followed it reflects upon how the bolsheviks
fought not only to defend the fledgling soviet state but also to bring the revolution to europe
peter whitewood shows that while the red army s rapid drive to the gates of warsaw in summer 1920
raised great hopes for world revolution the subsequent collapse of the offensive had a more
striking result the soviet military and political leadership drew the mistaken conclusion that
they had not been defeated by the polish army but by the forces of the capitalist world britain
and france who were perceived as having directed the war behind the scenes they were taken aback
by the strength of the forces of counterrevolution and convinced they had been overcome by the
capitalist powers the soviet polish war and its legacy reveals that in the aftermath of the
catastrophe at warsaw lenin stalin and other senior bolsheviks were convinced that another war
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against poland and its capitalist backers was inevitable with this perpetual fear of war shaping
the evolution of the early soviet state it also further encouraged the creation of a centralised
and repressive one party state and provided a powerful rationale for the breakneck
industrialisation of the soviet union at the end of the 1920s the soviet leadership s central
preoccupation in the 1930s was nazi germany this book convincingly argues that bolshevik
perceptions of poland and the capitalist world in the decade before were given as much
significance and were ultimately crucial to the rise of stalinism
Civil War in China 1999-07-22 applying lessons from history to the reality of poverty today in
the united states the most affluent country in the world this book analyzes contributing factors
to poverty and proposes steps to relieve people affected by it american history is replete with
efforts to alleviate poverty while some efforts have resulted in at least partial success others
have not because poverty is a multifaceted complicated phenomenon with no simple solution winning
the war on poverty studies the history of poverty relief efforts in the united states dating to
the nineteenth century debunking misperceptions about the poor and tackling the problem of the
ever widening gap between the rich and poor it highlights the ideological differences between
liberal and conservative beliefs and includes insights drawn from a well rounded group of
disciplines including political science history sociology economics and public health premised on
the idea that only the lessons of history can help policymakers to recognize that the united
states has a persistent poverty problem that is much worse than it is in many other democracies
the book suggests an 18 point plan to substantively address this dilemma its vision for reform
does not pander to any particular ideology or political party rather the objective of this book
is to explain how the united states can win the war on poverty in the short term
The Ethics of War and the Force of Law 2020-11-25 to commemorate the 150th anniversary of the end
of the civil war diversion books is publishing seminal works of the era stories told by the men
and women who led who fought and who lived in an america that had come apart at the seams for
those who did not die on the battlefield but who were instead taken prisoner the civil war
presented an even more intense version of hell prison conditions were abysmal and the prisoners
frequently died of starvation and disease these accounts of prison escapes show what desperate
men will do fleeing unequivocal peril to land behind enemy lines struggling to get back to their
own side and live to fight another day searing and difficult this account puts readers into the
minds of men at the precipice willing to risk death for freedom
The Soviet-Polish War and its Legacy 2023-09-21 the carefully selected and edited readings in
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this book are chronologically arranged so that students can trace the progression of events and
understand the thoughts of those living during the critical civil war and reconstruction periods
both the civil war and reconstruction were pivotal moments in american history that have shaped
race relations perceptions of national power and the relations between the national government
and the states powerful political figures who were often guided by lofty motives found themselves
caught up in circumstances that were largely beyond their direct control issues often proved far
more complex than anticipated and many initial solutions that were set in motion more than 130
years ago continue to affect current u s politics this book provides american history students
and teachers with a handy reference that examines all important aspects of the civil war and
reconstruction eras the author models how an expert scholar interacts with primary sources
thereby providing guidance that shows readers how to pick apart and critically evaluate firsthand
the key documents chronicling these major events in american history the deftly edited readings
in this book are presented in chronological order so that students can trace the progression of
events and thinking of various individuals during the critical civil war and reconstruction
periods annotations explain key terms and highlight key portions of laws presidential speeches
and orders supreme court decisions and other sources from the period
Winning the War on Poverty 2018-04-12 this book tells the story of the rise and decline of the
united electrical radio and machine workers of america ue from 1933 to 1990 once the third
largest industrial union in the united states the ue was the most powerful left wing institution
in u s history and arguably the most significant victim of the anti communist purges that marked
post world war ii america this is an institutional study of the formation of the ue and the
struggle for its control by left wing and right wing factions unlike most books on unions during
the cold war this study carries the story up to the present showing the long term effects of the
ideological battles
Library of Universal Knowledge 1880 this book compares two countries with striking parallels in
economic and political outcomes yet with some distinct features in terms of institutional
structures relative size and culture therefore this book forms a fruitful platform for the study
of the similarities and differences in the economic and societal development of japan and finland
despite their geographic distance from one another and the aforementioned differences both
countries experienced rather similar economic and societal development patterns after the second
world war the study of these societies both individually and through commonalities will provide a
unique perspective on the emergence of modern economies and institutions the book provides
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comprehensive coverage on issues such as welfare state formation and society security and
military spending education system industrial development international trade governmental
economic policies energy solutions and bubbles and their collapse thus issues typical for these
countries as well as most modern states studied from a longitudinal perspective the book aims to
answer a fundamental question in social science why do there seem to be common trends and
developmental paths among countries differing in size culture and economic structure this book
will provide insights for those seeking to decipher how the developments in their own countries
came about and where they may be headed to
Famous Adventures and Prison Escapes of the Civil War (Civil War Classics) 2015-01-13 this book
focuses on the lives struggles and contrasting perspectives of the 60 000 workers military
administrators and technical staff employed in the largest most strategic industry of the
nationalist government the armaments industry based in the wartime capital chongqing the author
argues that china s arsenal workers participated in three interlocked conflicts between 1937 and
1953 a war of national liberation a civil war and a class war the work adds to the scholarship on
the chinese revolution which has previously focused primarily on rural china showing how workers
alienation from the military officers directing the arsenals eroded the legitimacy of the
nationalist regime and how the communists mobilized working class support in chongqing moreover
in emphasizing the urban working class and nationalist components of the 1949 revolution the
author demonstrates the multiple sources of workers identities and thus challenges previous
studies that have exclusively stressed workers particularistic or regional identities
The Civil War and Reconstruction Eras 2017-10-27 this book presents a comprehensive history of
the seven apache tribes tracing them from their genetic origins in asia and their migration
through the continent to the southwest the work covers their social history verbal traditions and
mores the final section delineates the recorded history starting with the spanish expedition of
1541 through the civil war
Cold War in the Working Class 1995-01-01 exam board aqa edexcel ocr wjec level a level subject
history first teaching september 2015 first exam june 2016 give your students the best chance of
success with this tried and tested series combining in depth analysis engaging narrative and
accessibility access to history is the most popular trusted and wide ranging series for a level
history students this title supports the content and assessment requirements of the 2015 a level
history specifications contains authoritative and engaging content includes thought provoking key
debates that examine the opposing views and approaches of historians provides exam style
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questions and guidance for each relevant specification to help students understand how to apply
what they have learnt this title is suitable for a variety of courses including aqa america a
nation divided c1845 1877 ocr the usa in the 19th century westward expansion and civil war 1803
c1890
Annual Reports of the War Department 1900 a forensic study of vietnam s war imperial history and
international relations in the years following the second world war a forensic study of war
imperial history and international relations following the second world war and leading into the
cold war and defeat of western imperialism in asia and above all the story of the pivotal battle
and french defeat at dien bien phu it shows france s revanchist attempt to regain imperial glory
in her former asian empire following humiliation in the second world war defeat and vichy the
effort was spurred by de galle s chauvinism and desire to recover france s honour and reputation
after so many humiliations by friend and foe the communist led vietminh were guided to victory by
ruthless revolutionary ho chi min far from the attractive uncle ho who is revered as a communist
saint in contrast to louche playboy emperor bao dai and the very able general giap communist
strength in rural vietnam society the vietminh represented a nation in arms was backed by
supplies from communist china and the soviet union it was an existential struggle on the french
side the end of cafe society and the gravy train for planters officials the military and
politicians military matters including general giap s strategy and tactics are analyzed in detail
but it was a soldiers war told at ground level and readers will feel the heat and fear of battle
be shocked at war crimes and intrigued by the tales of graham greene et al the global importance
was not lost on the powers following exhaustion from world war and in the shadow of the cold war
all great leaders were involved roosevelt truman eisenhower churchill stalin khruschev chou en
lai and mao zedong under the shadow of the a bomb a negotiated peace and first detent of the cold
war would end in the sumptuous salons of geneva
Comparing Post War Japanese and Finnish Economies and Societies 2014-11-13 the black hawk war was
a conflict between the united states and native americans led by black hawk a sauk leader the war
erupted soon after black hawk and a group of sauks meskwakis and kickapoos known as the british
band crossed the mississippi river into the u s state of illinois from iowa indian territory in
april 1832 black hawk s motives were ambiguous but he was apparently hoping to avoid bloodshed
while resettling on tribal land that had been ceded to the united states in the disputed 1804
treaty of st louis black hawk born ma ka tai me she kia kiak 1767 1838 was a band leader and
warrior of the sauk american indian tribe in what is now the midwest of the united states
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although he had inherited an important historic medicine bundle from his father he was not a
hereditary civil chief black hawk earned his status as a war chief or captain by his actions
leading raiding and war parties as a young man and a band of sauk warriors during the black hawk
war of 1832
Workers at War 2004-09-29 first published in 1996 the first world war was the single most
important event of the twentieth century this volume concentrates on non u s aspects of the
conflict organized alphabetically its more than 600 detailed entries offer information and
insight on such subjects as the causes of the conflict major battles and campaigns weapons
systems including military aviation chemical warfare the submarine and the tank and the terms of
the peace some 350 biographies provide information on the roles played in the conflict by
generals admirals and civilian leaders there are also biographies of individuals who were shaped
by the war such as charles de gaulle adolf hitler benito mussolini and joseph stalin essays on
each of the countries involved in the conflict new appraisals of such subjects as military
medicine and artillery tactics and essays on such diverse subjects as art literature and music in
the war each entry has references for additional reading and a subject index provides easy access
the volume is an excellent reference source for scholar and neophyte alike
The Life and Correspondence of Thomas Arnold, D.D 1887 this volume explores the way governments
endeavoured to build and maintain public support for the war in afghanistan combining new
insights on the effects of strategic narratives with an exhaustive series of case studies in
contemporary wars with public opinion impacting heavily on outcomes strategic narratives provide
a grid for interpreting the why what and how of the conflict this book asks how public support
for the deployment of military troops to afghanistan was garnered sustained or lost in thirteen
contributing nations public attitudes in the us canada australia and europe towards the use of
military force were greatly shaped by the cohesiveness and content of the strategic narratives
employed by national policy makers assessing the ability of countries to craft a successful
strategic narrative the book addresses the following key areas 1 how governments employ strategic
narratives to gain public support 2 how strategic narratives develop during the course of the
conflict 3 how these narratives are disseminated framed and perceived through various media
outlets 4 how domestic audiences respond to strategic narratives 5 how this interplay is
conditioned by both events on the ground in afghanistan and by structural elements of the
domestic political systems this book will be of much interest to students of international
intervention foreign policy political communication international security strategic studies and
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ir in general
The Apache Peoples 2013-07-30 this anthology contains 16 readings that deal with military
political diplomatic and social aspects of wwii and its consequences for the contemporary world
the readings are grouped around seven major topics and each topic is prefaced with commentary by
lee the readings consist of complete articles or integral chapters rather than abridged
selections so that each author s argument can be read in its original form annotation copyrighted
by book news inc portland or
Access to History: America: Civil War and Westward Expansion 1803-1890 Fifth Edition 2015-04-24
the british empire played a crucial part in the first world war supplying hundreds of thousands
of soldiers and labourers as well as a range of essential resources from foodstuffs to minerals
mules and munitions in turn many imperial territories were deeply affected by wartime phenomena
such as inflation food shortages combat and the presence of large numbers of foreign troops this
collection offers a comprehensive selection of essays illuminating the extent of the empire s war
contribution and experience and the richness of scholarly research on the subject whether
supporting british military operations aiding the british imperial economy or experiencing
significant wartime effects on the home fronts of the empire the war had a profound impact on the
colonies and their people the chapters in this volume were originally published in australian
historical studies the journal of imperial and commonwealth history first world war studies or
the round table the commonwealth journal of international affairs
Vietnam and the Cold War 1945-1954 2024-06-30 this invaluable resource offers students a
comprehensive overview of the german war machine that overran much of europe during world war ii
with close to 300 entries on a variety of topics and a number of key primary source documents
this book provides everything the reader needs to know about the german war machine that
developed into the potent armed force under adolf hitler this expansive encyclopedia covers the
period of the german third reich from january 1933 to the end of world war ii in europe in may
1945 dozens of entries on key battles and military campaigns military and political leaders
military and intelligence organizations and social and political topics that shaped german
military conduct during world war ii are followed by an illuminating epilogue that outlines why
germany lost world war ii a documents section includes more than a dozen fascinating primary
sources on such significant events as the tripartite pact among germany italy and japan the
battle of stalingrad the normandy invasion the ardennes offensive and germany s surrender in
addition six appendices provide detailed information on a variety of topics such as german aces
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military commanders and military medals and decorations the book ends with a chronology and a
bibliography of print resources
History of the Black Hawk War 2023-12-14 during the war of 1812 the area along the genesee river
both upriver around the modern city of rochester and along the shores of lake ontario never saw a
battle never had any significant military presence and at best held only a minor level of
strategic value despite these facts the few inhabitants of this area faced constant threat of
british plunder or invasion and had almost continuous visits from both american and british
forces during the extent of the war based on first hand accounts and primary source materials
European Powers in the First World War 2018-12-07 this is the first comprehensive study in
english of soviet women who fought against the genocidal misogynist nazi enemy on the eastern
front during the second world war drawing on a vast array of original archival memoir and
published sources this book captures the everyday experiences of soviet women fighting living and
dying on the front
Neighbors at War: Anthropological Perspectives on Yugoslav Ethnicity, Culture, and History
2015-02-11
Strategic Narratives, Public Opinion and War 1991
World War II 2017-06-26
The British Empire and the First World War 2002
Culture Wars 1997
Papers of the Bi-National Conference on the War Between Mexico and United States 2019-12-02
The German War Machine in World War II 2010-04-07
The War of 1812 on the Genesee River: A Documentary Journey 1870
A Historical Account of the Neutrality of Great Britain During the American Civil War 2012-06-26
Soviet Women on the Frontline in the Second World War
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